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The research of Jing school is in the ascendant on the current academe. 
While some of them have not have an affirmation on the value of aesthetic 
transcendency. 
In Preface to Social Theory of Modernity, Liu xiaofeng said: in the 
mdernlization process of Chinese political and economical system, Chinese 
literature form a thoughts of Aestheticsm. Zhu guangqian, Shen congwen, Zou 
zuoren, Li changzhi, Liang zongdai and Mu dan, as representatives of Jing 
school, their products and theories can also be concluded in this thoughts. In 
essence, thoughts of Aestheticsm represent aesthetic modernity. 
The main idea of aesthetic modernity are, establishment of art 
self-discipline, animadverting on the counter side of historical modernity, and 
deconstruction of historical modernity. The value of Jing school is the 
establishment of aesthetic modernity. 
    In this thesis, three aspects are considered for the aesthetic tendencies of 
Jing School literature, namely the factors of aesthetic modernity. 
    In true-life, Jing School advocated “artistical life”. This claim implicated 
not only in pursue of the ideal life, but also the mental criticism to social reality. 
Jing School thought that the social reality in China was demoralized by 
corruption, and the real feelings of people were exhausted. The main purpose of 
“artistical life” was to spiritualize one's mind, renew one's spiritualism, and then, 
survey oneself and rebuild the society. The leadings were Zhu Guangqian, Shen 















   In aesthetic theory, Jing School advocated using art to substitute religion, 
civilizing people through aesthetics, and arriving to rebuild the soul of the people. 
They regarded esthetic as a religion with no god. Especially, the art had been 
considered as the supreme and sacred place by the views of “solemnness and 
quiet”, “agreement” and “godship” which were proposed by Zhu Guangqian,, 
Lian Zongdai and ShenCongwen etc.   
   In pursue of artistic creation, Zhou Zuoren's “pain” essays clinging to interest 
in temporal existence, Shen Congwen's “world of western Xiang” constructing 
the “humanism” Greek temple, and Mu Dan's modern poems exploring the 
nature value of the being, all reflect their pursuit and belief for Utopian world for 
aesthetics, criticizing, deconstructing and fighting the philistinism and ugly 
realities. 
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